
Orchestrating the Right Solution
Standard (Static) Imaging: Reduce the time and expense needed to deploy images, install 
applications, and ready systems for end users by letting CDW do the work for you. This service 
deploys a static image and can be combined with pre- and post-imaging tasks to meet your 
custom requirements for each imaging project.   

Advanced (Dynamic) Imaging: The service allows you to extend your existing desktop imaging 
environment to the CDW Configuration Center; this gives your team secure, direct and dynamic 
control over the entire deployment process. Your new equipment will be completely integrated 
into your environment, even considering application differences between divisions, all before 
shipping. Using our VPN service in conjunction with the image deployment solution, you can 
extend your network into our Configuration Center. This means that your machines will ship 
fully configured, saving time and resources needed to complete this task onsite. Your team 
will have the ability to modify the task sequence as needed, making any changes to the image 
process as your project evolves. We can host a virtualized VPN appliance and distribution point, 
or we can integrate your hardware devices. 

Benefits of advanced deployment and advantages over static imaging include:

• Reduces license consumption by allowing software installation only to users who require it

• Allows for one universal image to have several different software configurations

• Provides automatically scheduled software deployment

• Facilitates joining a domain after Operating System Deployment (OSD) using task sequences

Let CDW help you build a turnkey deployment solution that reduces deployment time, increases 
your ROI, and frees your IT staff to focus on core business objectives. CDW’s Software Installation 
services will allow you to purchase desktops, notebooks, tablets, thin clients and servers with 
your customized OS and/or software settings pre-configured prior to shipment. Eliminate the 
risk of DOA systems; malfunctioning hardware is replaced from CDW stock and 100% of imaged 
machines are validated by a QC manager before shipping to you. We can build any number of pre- 
and post-imaging tasks into your imaging workflow, as well as other popular services:   

• Laser Etching | Asset Tagging | Data Capture | Palletization | Kitting and Special Packaging

CDW Image Deployment Services can help you achieve:
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CDW’s full lifecycle of Services can support your business no matter where you are on your journey 
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Proofpoints
CDW can help you deploy your critical IT 
equipment, helping to ease the burden on 
your staff:

years of experience

30+

QC validation

100%
Technicians, engineers and team members

300+ 

https://www.cdw.com/content/cdw/en/services/amplified-services.html


Ask your account manager how CDW can put our 
Configuration Center to work for your business. 

Services Overview
The diagram below tells the story of how CDW can help you deploy IT solutions through our Configuration Center:


